
A few notes of optimism in the numbers this morning as we end what feels like a very long week. 
Several positives on the testing front as well, as we get ready for next week. We have a number of this 
group that are looking at growth of the spread and concerned about the weeks ahead. I have included 
today some notes on Growth just above todays updated Graphs (see below). If nothing else today, 
please read this. Here is a look at headlines and the numbers: 
  
Note on Testing: The US is now testing at higher daily volumes than any other country. Bill King (one of 
this group) began looking at this a few days ago – Thanks Bill!. We hear a lot about testing, and what we 
are not doing. As a comparison, Germany has the 5th highest number of cases in the world (~58,000), or 
roughly half  US levels (~120,000). With a population of ~58M; 0.07% of Germans have the virus. This is 
nearly double the US rate of infection (~0.037%). I think we all respect Germany for their technology, 
efficiency…. Germany is completing ~17,000 tests per day, vs 120,000+  tests per day in the US - 
Germany is testing 0.02% of the Population daily – This is half the daily testing rate in the US per 
capita (0.04%). One of the positives this week on testing; Abbott Labs announced a new testing 
machine capable of results in 5minutes, already approved by the FDA and machines should rollout this 
week. 
  
Summary: Testing volumes rose again yesterday back to the 120,000+ daily rate. After a turbulent week 
in New York, the rate of new case growth reached its lowest level in a week. This was followed by a two 
day decline in new case growth rates across the country on larger testing volumes. Testing expanded 
significantly in several states with low testing levels to date while the % of positive tests declined to 
16%. With continued expansion of conventional tests and new testing technology this coming week we 
should see a material rise in testing and should look for a continued decline in the rate of new case 
growth – this will begin to flatten the curve as all our lockdown measures translate to real outcomes. 
  
Headlines: 

 FDA Approves a new Abbott Labs testing device that can return results in 5min – first machines 
to rollout this coming week 

 Total US testing exceed 120,000 again yesterday, Testing expanded significantly in Maryland, 
Missouri, Utah, Minnesota and Hawaii. 

 New US Cases Growth – The Daily Rate of Growth in New Cases declined again yesterday for 
the 2nd day  

o New York: The growth in new cases, and the rate of new case growth, has declined for 
seven days, with the lowest rate of growth yesterday (-2%). Total new cases edged 
down yesterday to 7,131. 

o US Totals: The growth in new cases declined yesterday to 18%, down from a high of 39% 
last Sunday. The rate of growth also reached a three day low yesterday of 4%, down 
from 29% on Thursday 

o Top 12 States: Total new cases of 9,038 represented new cases growth of 22% 
yesterday where the growth rate of new cases slowed to 10%  

 Washington State: New cases grew slightly to 610, with the % testing positive also rising to 9% 
from 8% the day prior. 

 Hospitalization: Rates held steady at roughly 14%, with ~17,000 Hospitalized cases,, up from 
~14,000 on Friday.  

 Mortality: rose yesterday to 1.8% across the US.  
 Positive Tests rates declines yesterday to 16% of total tests across the US, down from the high 

of 18% on Friday. 



  
Testing: 

 Testing yesterday of ~124,000 tests, up from Friday. We have conducted ~830,000 tests across 
the US to date. 

 “Pending” tests of ~7,000 on higher volumes.  
 Test volumes rose materially yesterday in Maryland, Missouri, Utah, Minnesota and Hawaii. 
 The rate of positive outcomes fell 2% to 16% from the prior day. 

  
New/Active Cases 

 The “Curve” has not flattened, but the new case growth rate (18%) and daily rate of growth 
(4%) both declined yesterday continuing a three day decline from highs on Wednesday. 

 Total new cases grew 18% yesterday, or 19,452 cases, the lowest rate in new case growth since 
the high of 39% last Sunday, despite significantly higher testing volumes this week (up 163% 
from last Sunday) 

 The daily growth rate of new cases slowed to 4% yesterday, down for the 2nd day from a high of 
29% on Thursday. 
  

Hospitalization 
 The Hospitalization remained steady yesterday at 14% after rising steadily the last three days 

and up from 7.7% on Monday 
 New York Hospitalization grew to 10,054 cases, up from 8,256 cases the prior day – New York 

total bed capacity is ~53,000, and ICU bed capacity is ~3,000 
 Total positive cases in hospital beds across the US yesterday was 16,983 
 Total US Hospital beds are ~925,000, Total US ICU Beds is ~100,000 

  
Recovery/Mortality 

 The Mortality rate grew 0.2% to 1.8% nationally. Deaths totaled 2,221 across the US to date. 
  
NOTES ON GROWTH RATES – SPREAD PROJECTIONS 
If we were to use the initial contagion rate of COVID-19 (R0, or R-Naught = 2), or the early new 
case growth rates of the virus you will get and exponential/log linear curve that would project a 
total US infection of 10’s of Millions of cases – up to 30% of the US (~100Million). This is the 
reality of spread if unchecked or unmanaged. At present virus growth is NOT unchecked as we 
have significant lock down measures that have been in place for nearly two weeks and at ~ 
30days we have ~0.04% of the population infected today. This is why measuring the Rate of 
Daily Growth in new cases is important (see chart below). If the rate of daily growth is 
increasing we have exponential growth and risk of massive spread. If the Rate of Daily Growth 
in new cases levels off and declines, we are containing the spread. When the Rate of Daily 
Growth turns negative, New Case Growth will flatten and eventually the Total Case Curve will 
Flatten (no new cases) and decline as cases resolve. There are some simple projections we can 
make based on the Growth in New Cases. If we can hold total New Case Growth at 10% we will 
see a 17X growth in cases in 30 days = 2.1M US Cases, if we can reduce New Case Growth at 5% 
we will see a 4X growth in cases in 30 days = 535.00 US Cases. This is why a declining daily 
growth rate is critical to see and a Flattening of the New Case Curve to 5% or less is also critical. 
Lets take a simple example of my home state of Colorado and how things might look 30 days 
from now . 
  



Colorado Population = 5.696M 
Current Cases = 2,061, or .036% Infected Today 
5% Daily Growth in New Cases    = 8,700 Cases       or 0.15% of Population 30 days from now 
10% Daily Growth in New Cases = 35,400 Cases     or 0.62% of Population 30 days from now 
20% Daily Growth in New Cases = 480,000 Cases   or 8.5%   of Population 30 days from now 
  
So, what stable curve can we get on thru rational action and what will be the economic/social 
consequence of actions required to stay there 
  
 


